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ON SOME PROPERTIES OF SETS WITH POSITIVE MEASURE 
D.K. GANGULY and S. BASU, Calcutta 
(Received May 25, 1992) 
In this paper E1 denotes the 1-dimensional Euclidean space, Ai, A-2, .. •, An, AJ, 
A2, . . . , An are subsets of E
1; J? denotes the O-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets 
in E1 and the Lebesgue measure of any A G .if is denoted by m(A). 
We note that m(aA) = |a|7n(..4) for any a G E1 where the set aA is the collection 
of all real numbers of the form ax(x G A). By R[A : B] we have meant the collection 
of all real numbers of the form - or | where x G A and y G B. Many papers have 
been devoted to the study of ratio sets in E1. The articles [1], [4] are representations 
of works in this area. In our paper we intend to study some properties of sets with 
positive measure using primarily properties of continuous functions and Lebesgue 
density theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let Ai G ^f with m(A{) > 0 and for each i (I ^ i ^ n), 
A* = {x G E1 \ {0}: Ai has metric density 1 at x}. 
Then for every fixed choice of ai G A*, there exists S(> 0) and a real number ?; s.t. 
/ A1 Ao /4 \ 
ml — n — n . . . n —- ) > ?/ > 0 whenever \x{ — aA < 6. 
\ Xi X2 xn / 
The proof of the above theorem is done with the help of the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. If A, B and C(e 3?), then 
\m(A n C) - m(A n B)\ ^ m(BAC), 
where AC is the symmetric difference of B and C. 
It follows by the subadditivity of ??̂  [2]. 
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Lemma 2. If A, B (e Jf) and have finite measures, then the function 
w(t) = m ( A n a e i 1 3 ) 
(for t G El) is continuous for every t G El, whatever be the choice of a (in El). 
P r o o f of t h e L e m m a . For a = 0, the proof is obvious. So we start proving 
the lemma with the supposition o ^ 0. We assume that both A and B are compact. 
Let s > 0 and t G El. We set Bt = ae
LB. 
Then there exists an open set G D Bt s.t. m(G \ Bt) < | . We may take G as 
bounded and put M = Sup{|.r|: x G G}. Let d = dist(I?t,G') where G' is the 
complement of G in El. Then d > 0. 
We shall now show that for every real number h satisfying 1 ^ e/l < 1 + j£r[i WG 
have ekBt C G. When e
k = 1, it clearly follows that ekBt C G. Now if possible, 
there exists some h' G El satisfying 1 < e^ < 1 + -gq-y but for which e^ Bt <£ G. 
This would however mean that there exists at least an x0 G Bt s.t. e
k x0 £ G and 
hence |e/l x0 — x0\ > d. 
But by choice of h' (in El), \ek'x0 - x0\ = (e
k> - l)\x0\ < jf^M < d and hence 
a contradiction. Hence for every real number h which satisfies 1 ^ e/l < 1 + jAr[ w e 
have ekBt C G. But then 
m(G \ ekBt) = m(G \ ae
l+kB) 
= m(G) -eh.m(aetB) 
^m(G)-m(Bt)=m(G\Bt)<
6-. 
Hence for every h G E1 and satisfying 
d 
1 ^ eh < 1 + 
M + V 
we have 
\w(t + h) - w(t)\ = \m(A n aet+kB) - m(A n Qe4.B)| 
= | m ( A n e / l i 7 , ) - m ( - 4 n H , ) | 
^ m(ekBtABt) [By Lemma 1] 
< e 
Since the function r defined by r(x) = ex (for x e E1) is a, continuous function of x 
for every x £ El, there exists 5 > 0 s.t. 
d 
l?/Є [0,(5) = » 1 í je'
1 < 1-f 
M + 1 
= » |w(ř + /i) -t i I(/)| < £ . 
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Since s and t are arbitrary, it follows that the function w is continuous from the right 
at every t G E1. 
On similar lines as above it may be verified that the function w defined by 
iv(t) = m(B n — 4 ) (for t G E1) (a ^ 0) 
is continuous from the left at every t G E1. 
Since the function ip defined by 
V(t) = \a\el (fovteE1) 
is continuous on E1 and w(t) = (f(t)w(t) [for every t G E1], it follows that the 
function w is continuous from the left at every point t G E1. 
Hence the function w becomes continuous on E1 when it is defined in terms of 
compact sets A and B. 
Now consider the general case, i.e., A, B (G «£?). Let us consider the strict 
monotonically decreasing sequence {^}n
<Ll. 
For each natural number n, we fix compact sets An C A and Bn C I? with 
m(A\An)<±,m(B\Bn)<$. 
Let 5 G E1 and we choose a non-degenerate closed interval [a, b] with s as one of 
its interior points. 
We consider the functions 
wn: [a, b] —•> E
1 defined by 
wn(t) = m(An n a e ' I ^ ) for ?i =- 1,2, 
Clearly each wn is a continuous function on [a, b] and 
\w(t) - wn(t)\ = \m(A n ae'l?) - ??i(An n ae*J5n)| 
= \m(A n aelB) - m(A 0 ae(jBn) + m(A n ae
fBn) - ?n(.An n Qe
£1?n)| 
^ \m(A n aefcH) - ??t(A n aclBn)\ + |m(A n ae
lBn) - m(An n ae*i!7n)| 
^ ?n(ae*.B \ ae*.Bn) + m(A \ An) 
[By Lemma 1 and since An C A, Bn C H] 
< |a|e6m(B \ .Bn) + ?n(A \ An) <
 | a ^ +1 (for all t G [a, b]) 
This establishes that w is the uniform limit (on [a, 6]) of the sequence { ^ J ^ i of 
continuous functions. Hence w is continuous on [a,b] and hence continuous at s. 
Hence the Lemma is proved. • 
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P r o o f of t h e m a i n t h e o r e m . Let us choose and fix at- G A* (1 ^ i ^ n). 
We first show that ai G (^0* where Wi = ^- (1 ^ i ^ n). 
For each r (> 0), we have 
7 n ( ^ n A r ) = m(AinwjAr) 
r \wi\r 
where A r = [«i — §,oi + §]. Then 
L t *"(^
nAr) = ^ mjAinwjAr) =1 
r->0+ T r->0+ |ivi|r 
Hence ai G (£:)* (i = V 2, . . . , 7z) which implies that a\ G (Ai D £*•... n ~ L ) * . 
[This follows from a repeated application of this well-known result—if p be a point 
of density common to both the sets A G J£ and B G .if then p is also a point of 
density of A n I?. For proof see [3].] 
We now choose and fix 0 < s\ < - . 
Then there exists a non-degenerate closed interval A of length 7 o (say) having its 
mid-point as a\ s.t. 
m(Ax n — . . . n — n A ) > (l - £l)r0 
\ w2 wn J 
<AX _A2 _An m 
V a\ a2 an / 
where A = r--- A and b = r^-r. Let us now define the functions 
| a i | | a i | 
ipi(t) = m(et— n A V (for t e El) (i = l , 2 , . . . , n ) . 
V at- / 
By Lemma (2) each ipi is continuous function (on E1). 
Since for each i = 1, 2, . . . , 71, 
T/,.(0) = m(—- n A) > (1 -£ i )6 r 0 > 0, there exists S{ (> 0) s.t. t G (-<$»,<$») 
\ a i / 
= » ^ ( 0 > ( l - s i ) b r 0 . 
Let O*o = Min{o~i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}. Then ^(t) > (1 - £i)o7o whenever £ G (-oo^o) 
(i = 1 ,2 , . . . , 7i). Hence for each i (= 1, 2, . . . , n), there exists intervals J, with a, 
as interior points and diameter |a,-| (e5() — e_<5()) s.t. 
'A 
m (— n A j > (1 - £i)6r0 whenever a;, G J,. 
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We may further replace the intervals Jt- by intervals U having their centres at a.{ and 
all having the same diameter 26 (say) s.t. 
:Ai 
m 
(—- Pi A J > (1 — s\)br0 whenever a:, G h 
\ Xi / 
i.e. whenever |.xr- — at-| < 6. For each i we choose X{ G (a* — <5, at- + 5) and fix it. 
We set Ei(xi) = ^ - f l A and let CEi(xi) denote the complement of Ei(xi) in A. 
Then 
?i n 
f\Ei{xi) = A\\JCEi(xi), 
r = l i '= l 
and 
m(CEi(xi)) = ??i(A) - m(Ei(xi)) < br0 - (1 - £i)6?'0 = £ior0. 
Hence 
m ( p | Ei(xi)} > m(A) - ]Tm(CJ5<(a:f-)) 
i = l r= l 
n 
> br0 - J Z ^ i • fa'o 
-i=i 
= br0 — ne\br0 — (1 — ne\)br0 > 0. 
Put ?/ = (1 -?z£)br0. Then 
'-4i ^ An 
• (£ n - £ ) *™(П-.(*>) >•» 
whenever |.7;̂  — a7;| < (5. 
This complete the proof of Theorem 1. • 
Bosc Majumdar [1] proved that I?[AX : A2] contains an interval when Ai, A2 
(G J?) with 7/̂ (̂ 41) > 0 and m(A2) > 0. From our text theorem we establish as a 
consequence a new result more stronger than that of Bose Majumdar. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let A\, A2 (e &) with m(A\), m(A2) (> 0). Then R[A\ : A$] is 
1111 open set. 
P r o o f . Here it suffices to prove that to each d G R[A{ : A£] there corresponds 
a positive number 6 s.t. 
'"'•(^nf)>o 
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whenever 7/(7- 0) E El and \y - d\ < 6. 
Now let d E R[Al : A*,]. Then either J = ^ or ^ where ci\ E .A? (i = 1.2). 
Without loss generality we may suppose that d = ^. By Lebesgue density theorem 
and Lemma 1 we have 
m ( ^ - n y i ; ) = 7 7 i ( — n i 2 ) (2/7*0). 
By the above theorem there exists O", 77 (> 0) s.t. 
Cl\ 
\a2y a2 
(if we put x\ = a2y, x2 = a2) 
(A\ A2\ m I D — ) > 7/ whenever У 
CІ2 
= \y-d\<8 
772 f — PI A2 ) > 77|a2| > 0 whenever \y - cl\ < 6. 
This proves that R[A* : A2] is an open set. D 
We now show that there exist measurable sets A\ C A\, A2 C A2 (which should not 
be confused with the closures of A\ and A2) such that 7/i(Ai\Ai) = 0, m(A2\A2) = 0 
and for which R[A\ : A2] is an open set. 
N o t e . If we set A{ = Aid A* (i = 1,2), then m(Ai \ (A{)) = 0 (i = 1,2), by 
Lebesgue density theorem. Since then the above proof could be applied for (^4t)* 
and (A2)* and (A/)* = A{ (i = 1,2), it follows that R[A\ : A2] is an open set. 
Theorem 3. Let A{ E i f (i = l,2,...,7i) with m (A{) > 0, a{ E A* and {a[
i] }^=1 
(i ^ 1) are sequences of non-zero reals with Lt ak = ^-. The there exists X\ > 0 
v(0 s.t. the set M\ = {x e A\; x - ak E Ai for infinitely many k, 2 ^ i ^ 71} E .if with 
77i(A/i) ^ Ai, 
Similarly there exists Xj > 0 s.t. m(Mj) ^ Aj where Mj (for j = 2, ..., n) arc 
similarly defined with the sequences {a[ }^=l such that Lt ak = ^ (i ^ j). 
P r o o f . By the above theorem there exists £, 77 (> 0) s.t. 
/ A1 Ao A \ 
m ( — H — n . . . n —- ) > ?/ > 0 whenever \xi — O7;| < S. V a,\ x2 xn J 
For each i = 2, . . . , n we set p[i] = a\a^ (k = 1,2, . . .) . Then {Pk
]}T=i (fo1' l = 2: 
(i) 
..., n) are real sequences with Lt Pk = «;• 
k—• oo 
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The convergence of the sequences {0rk }£Li imply that there exists a natural 
number m s.t. for i = 2, . . . , n, |/3^ - cii\ < S (for all k ^ m) and hence 
(— n4тv---П-фŕì >». (forallA^m) 





í;fc = Л1n--^n...n--|ђ- (fc = 1,2,...) 
ak ak 
oo oo 
p = n u ^ = n ^ 
j=l k=j j=l 
oo 
where Dj = IJ Ek (j = 1, 2, . . . ) . 
But m(Dj) > i]\a\\ and F)j forms a monotonically decreasing sequence of bounded 
sets in El. Therefore, m(P) ^ ?/|Oi| > 0. Hence, the set 
Mi = {x G Ai; x • Q ^ G A; for infinitely many k, i ^ 1} G .if, 
with ?/i(AIi) ^ Ai, where A = ?/|Oi|. If we set Xj — ?l|Oj|, then Mj G J2? and 
m(Mj) ^ Aj where A/j for j = 2, . . . , 7i are similarly defined i.e., 
A/j = {rv £ A j ; x • a^ G Ai for infinitely may k, i ^ j } , 
with Lt a i ° = -^ (i 7-j). D 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . The authors wish to express their sincere thanks to 
the referee for his valuable suggestions which led to the improvement of this paper. 
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